Ambassador
Design: Nienkämper

Ambassador is a comprehensive desk and table series designed for private offices and meeting, conference and boardrooms. The Ambassador Collection is simple in detail and enhanced by luxurious finishes including Nienkämper Carrillo leather, rich wood veneers and Nienkämper’s “Granite” or Lucent® finishes. A subtle detail that makes Ambassador unique is the absence of visible hardware.

Work Surfaces:
Tops are 2” thick with bullnose edge on all sides. When wrapped in leather, or a combination of finishes, inlay strips are available in chrome or black.

Bases:
The grid base is formed from perforated steel with a square grid. The bottom base ring is also a 2” bullnose, available in standard Nienkämper finishes. Base liner is optional. Additional table bases available include cruciform, drum and tambour.

Credenza:
Credenza storage is available in a variety of sizes. Credenzas, four pedestals and larger are available with leather wrapped centre section, inlays and wood or Nienkämper’s “Granite” or Lucent® finish ends.

Pedestals:
Drawer case and fronts have rounded edges and corners; available leather wrapped, wood veneer or Nienkämper’s “Granite” or Lucent® finishes.

For complete information on the Ambassador Collection, refer to the Ambassador Price List.

Refer to the office seating section of the Nienkämper catalogue for details on the Sedus Y2K chair shown on front.